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Nigel Flowers hails 2015 as ‘watershed year’

When asked to sum up the last 12-months of trading, UK boss Nigel Flowers says that in his eyes
2015 will be remembered as the year that Sumitomo (SHI) Demag “reclaimed its rightful place as
the industry leader in injection moulding.”

Describing the reasons for 2015 being a turning point, Nigel notes that while there hasn’t been a
breakthrough machine launch, there has been an unwavering focus within the company on two key
sectors - packaging and precision - and heightened awareness among customers about process
optimisation. “In early 2015, our new Chief Sales Officer Gerd Liebig outlined his priorities for the
company, which clearly pointed to a focus on innovation in injection moulding being application
rather than machine driven,” notes Nigel. “Gerd also indicated that Sumitomo (SHI) Demag needed
to re-establish a clear identity in the market, which we are accomplishing.”

Winning the coveted Best Technology Application of the Year for its activeFlowBalance feature in
this year’s Plastic Industry Awards was a real confidence boost for the team. “Of the 15 categories,
‘best technology’ was the gong we had our sights on as it is so fundamental to innovation,” says
Nigel. “With manufacturing competition intensifying globally, moulders are seeking out advanced
technical tools to drive greater precision at higher speeds, and that’s exactly what aFB delivers.”

From a technology perspective, the developments in IM have been incremental observes Nigel.
Packaging and precision have undoubtedly been the key growth areas. There has been a notable
increase in demand from the market for complete and complex manufacturing cells and the drive for
increased flexibility to accommodate changing products. “Euromap data provides a good benchmark
for market performance and it’s interesting to see that automation in injection moulding continues
to increase.” Virtually half of the machines sold by Euromap members is now equipped with a robot
of some kind.

Demand for moulding machines is up by 10% compared to prior years, with machines over 10,000kN
continuing to be the star performers. This clearly demonstrates the ongoing success of European
car production. The electric debate continues and although Sumitomo (SHI) Demag is starting to see
many customers switch to all-electric machines, the volumes overall have been fairly constant at
around 20% for the last four years. “The UK has experienced a significant rise in enquiries from
general trade moulders which reflects how the market is evolving here and the volume of sub-
contracts that trade moulders are winning. Equally, we are starting to see a number of large
customers bring injection moulding back in-house.

“I still believe that the gap between hydraulic and electric will close. The competition will continue to
get stronger and this will encourage machine builders to up their game.” Globally, Asia (including
China) continues to show a strong demand despite recent media reports and economic data.
However, South America has really cooled. The good news is that EU demand remains strong;
clearly demonstrating that manufacturing is not afraid to invest.
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In light of these developments, the European operation has strategically realigned its business to
focus on core business competencies of high-speed, precision and application engineering. In the
summer, production sites in Schwaig and Wiehe were consolidated and restructured to mirror these
efforts. A new subsidiary was also established in Hungary, which Gerd Liebig describes as the
“market with the highest potential for growth.”

All these developments fill Nigel with confidence for the year ahead, who alludes to a new machine
launch coming in mid to late 2016. “Behind the scenes we continue to constantly develop our
already strong range. For the packaging sector the EL-EXIS-SP helps to address the constant changes
in packaging formats. There are continual improvements to price/performance ratio with the Systec
SP, plus the adoption of eIMM technology is beginning to take hold in the mass market.”

But it’s in process optimisation where Nigel feels that the biggest strides are being made; giving
moulders the confidence to experiment with different materials and formats “In order for our
customers to take advantage of the upward IM trends they need to fully understand how to get the
most out of their equipment. Our specialist James Hines has worked with a number of customers,
providing practical training to help them improve production efficiency.” Workshops have also
proved popular, as did the Packaging Open Day hosted by Germany in the summer.

“As an organisation we’re in great shape and will be announcing some new appointments to further
strengthen our UK team in the New Year,” ends Nigel.

ENDS.
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Image 1: For the packaging sector the
EL-EXIS-SP helps to address the
constant changes in packaging formats. Image 2: Moulders are experimenting with

different materials such as thin wall PET food
containers
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Notes to the editor
Press release issued for Sumitomo (SHI) Demag by:
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Sumitomo (SHI) Demag contact:
Nigel Flowers, Managing Director
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Sumitomo (SHI) Demag Plastics Machinery UK Ltd. is a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of Demag Plastics
Group in Schwaig, Germany, established in 1956. Demag Plastics Group specialises in engineering injection
moulding machines with clamping forces between 250 kN and 20,000 kN. Used by many thousand injection
moulders all over the world, Demag Technology produces plastic parts made from thermoplastic, elastomer
and thermoset materials for a wide variety of end user industries. These include automotive, IT, packaging,
electric/electronic, medical and pharmaceutical, building products and leisure. Currently, Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag UK services more than 4,000 injection moulding machines in the UK and Ireland and has approximately
200 customers (Proctor & Gamble, Philips Avent, GCS Group and Hozelock are some of the most well-known).
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Image 3: Moulders are seeking
technical tools to drive greater
precision at higher speeds – such as
the award winning activeFlowBalance
seen here fitted to an IntElect machine


